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About This Game
Turba provides a gameplay experience unlike any you have encountered before. Load in music from your PC and combo blocks
to your favorite tunes in this unique new twist on the “match-3” style game!
The blocks on the game board generate and move to the beat of the song you choose. Clear blocks in time with the beat and
make expert combos to maximize your score while you compete in online leaderboards for any and every song you play.
Key features:
Three modes of play
Seven Special Powers to change up how you play
Online leaderboards for each song you play
Supported file types: Mp3, Music CDs, Flac, Ogg, Wma, Ape, Mpc
Last.fm Scrobbling support
In-depth stat tracking and unlock system
20 Steam achievements, 50+ Steam stats, Steam leaderboards
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TL:DR
It's a fun VR experience for a few hours no real replayability.
Pros.
Unlike Ark survival evolved dinosaurs not starve to death (I put the game down for about a month-and-a-half and dinos that I
hatched and were growing are still there) many of the bugs that existed earlier have been fixed and they added free movement.
Cons.
Unfortunately still not a lot to do in game and free movement is pretty slow (would like the ability to adjust it)
Overall.
Despite the bug fixes and changes I still cannot recommend it especially not at full price, however if this is the type of Ark
experience you're looking for and you don't mind paying for just a few hours of the Ark vr experience then pick it up.
(Old review)
TL:DR severe lack of content run out of things to do within about 3 hours max.
Pros.
It has Ark survival evolved assets, it's a decent exploration / wave turret defense VR experience.
Cons.
Lots of bugs (game crashes game won't even start controller issues ETC). They felt the need to bring over incubation timers
from Ark survival evolved. Can't rebind keys. Poor overall quality.
Overall.
If you like ark or shooter Dino cross VR then you'll probably enjoy this however I would strongly advise waiting for a sell as
$40 it's just not worth it.
Edit.
I should also add that it's clear the devepers clearly didn'y play ark, as they mislabeled a giga as a rex and a rex as a giga for the
achievements to kill the bosses on 2-2 and 2-3 in game the are the opposite as to what they are labeled as.. Running in the 90's.
Ok the locations are breathtaking in this DLC but a lot of bugs. The speed markers are not defined properly and you won't even
know when to loose speed or gain speed to match the specified speed. You cannot get good career XP by this DLC but it's good
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for fun.. it was good im using a laptop to play on and it is laggy but still the best game and on time it froze up and I could still
here me move it was funny I recommend this to lots of fokes who are looking for a good hideing game and I herd my aunt
looked at the reviews of steam are charging there cards with money I have proof its I tried to get a game and it said a unxpeted
error came up ♥♥♥♥ wow im super surpised with steam ♥♥♥♥ you but my other games are working fine idk why but this is
outragess. I am only recommending this DLC if you want to finish the DLC storyline, but honestly it is ultra annoying and
unenjoyable. The mission is way too long and I can say it is at least around 3 hours (on Hard mode) which you probably think is
good but no it is not, it has too many attack waves and for some reason snipers are one shot killing you at any health in this
mission.
Besides I am not sure if it is only me or not, but I feel like in this mission the sniper bullet mechanics are way too broken. I
compared my sniper rifle in normal mission and this mission from same distance on some enemies, but in this mission it is
impossible to hit anyone.
I finished it with using Pistol and SMG only, cause sniper does not hit anything and I am sure it is not because of bullet
mechanics, something is just wrong here.
OH and by the way, there is a Valkyrie support guy with FG42 and for some reason this guy is bugged and he is inside a
building which has no doors or windows which you can go through but he can see you from inside and start shooting, if you saw
a house firing at you with broken visual effect, then it is this Valkyrie guy and you have no way to kill him just avoid going that
direction.. lolololol steam requires that you play a game for at least 5 minutes before you leave a review. That's why there's no
reviews. This game will entertain you for all of 1 minute (in fact, i played for exactly 1 minute, and tried to write this review
after that. I stuck it out 4 more minutes just to write the review). You can pet the dog and watch it barely react. You can throw a
ball and have it fetch. You can feed the dog and watch it eat. Thats. it. I would not recommend paying even a $1 for it in it's
current state.
Now in all fairness though, this was probably made by 1 person (Chun Y. perhaps?), and for something made by 1 person it's
actually very impressive, especially some of the details such as the dog's (simplified) movement, or such as the dog's ears and
whiskers warping to where you are petting it (him? her?). This VR experience just needs a few more things to spice it up to
keep the audience's attention for more than 1 minute. It could easily be turned into a game by the introduction a goal (perhaps
something like training the dog to do tricks and taking it to a dog show? Or even just making the dog happy with a balance of
food, water, pets, walks, playtime, other dogs... shoot just make the Sims for dogs). If it's more meant to be about the
experience of the dog, then there needs to be more development into the dog's actions, such as lying down, rolling on his\/her
back for belly rubs, or simply ignoring the owner like a real dog sometimes. A change of venue and the ability to move around
and interact with more than 3 things may also help this game out a lot too.. I love the original so as soon as I see this on steam,
it's an instant buy for me.
I do prefer Viola's portrait art in original version though, it's cuter.
I'm looking forward to the extra content!
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short but amazing game... good jokes... great memes.... reccomended it to some of my friends.... now i got a few friends less.
11/10 would loose friends again. I played this for almost 3 years,
Pros:
- the community is very gently
- the scenarious are beautifull
- music is excellent
- mechanic of 3 tons is nice
Cons:
- you will take a long run before running in the nice things of the end game if you don't have anyone to power level you.
- the game will burn your cash fast ! TOO FAST !
- the support is bad
- the variety of tons you have, you will aways see a lot of the same power unity and will not see many units that lack power, so
basicaly in the end game you will see a variety of 7~8 combinations of chars.
- some mechanics of daily global event are a bit bad because the time you have, like to grab a buff of atack and def for 24h you
have some minutes only.
- you will experience a frustration of drop rate never seen before.
- scenarious are nice, but in the end you will run into 4~5 scenarious forever and ever.
- since i know the game always had server problem and aways will have.

particular one - after a company and a server change ( game first to T3 ) i cannot migrate my account and lost all, it was 3 years
now, and yet i can't login in the game cause the game say i'm elegible to account transfer.
so the game is a nice experience but i think i will never recomend this.. One of the most relistic driving games iv ever played. it
is fun, beautiful, and overall a great game. i have only one complant, THERE IS KNOW FREE ROAM MODE. Although the
reviews are divided on this game I give this game a positive review.
It is a topdown shooter in which you as a seal team 12 member have to stop GOD. The levels are linear and the enemies
definitely not the most difficult I've ever seen in a game. However everything works and no bugs make it a nice little game to
shoot a bit around in. The story, as seen by the name of your main enemy ;), is not to be taken too seriously with its over the top
writing but is at least coherent.
Don't expect to play it for many hours but in the end for the \u20ac0,98 that I picked this up it is well worth its money.. I HATE
THIS GAME
CONTROLS SUCK
GRAPHICS ARENT THAT GOOD
SOME OF THE MENUES STAY ON YOUR SCREEN
I would not buy this! WASTE OF MONEY I WANT REFUND. Not good.
You can use free phone touch screen drum kits that perform a lot better.
Hit detection only registers maybe 1 in every 4\/5, its slow and clunky.
A VR drum kit is a good idea but this product needs significant updates to make it worth owning.. I was on the fence with this
game. I ended up giving it a "yes" since the storyline is nice and the graphics and sound were good. This is a Hidden Object
game with a lot of hidden object scenes and a few other games (such as memory). For the price, it's worth the buy, especially if
you enjoy Hidden Object games. I do like the mystery aspect of it, that made me hope I guessed correctly.
However, I did find a few things with the game I didn't really like. For one, (and for me) I don't see a lot of replay value with
this game beyond trying to get all the steam achievements. With all the scenes, none of the items within the scene are changed.
The only thing that changes are the items you have to find (for the most part). After a bit, it doesn't take that long to get the
general location for items in each scene.
OK, I do like when game makers for this genre use a word that could be various items (such as bow, it could be a hairpiece,
weapon, or a musical bow). However, there was a few times (given, not a lot) where the game would require an item found and
there were a couple items it could be (in one instance, it asked for a hat and there was one in the painting and another one on a
statue). Given, it's not a huge deal, but when trying not to make any mistakes, it makes it a bit hard. Also, there was one scene
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where it asked for 3 x brush, and one item was a broom (which for my crazy self, annoyed me a bit since I don't really consider
a broom a brush).
However, despite what I found annoying, I would still recommend this game for all the Hidden Object game fans out there.
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